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Middle Shabelle administrative region in southern Somalia it is named after 
the river Shabelle that passes through this region. 
The region is principally inhabited by various sub-clans of the Somali 
Mudulood clan, most notably the Abgaal. Other Mudulood sub clans that live 
in this region include the Moobleen and Hiilebi. However, the Abgaal sub-
clans are the predominant clan in Middle Shabelle. 
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There are also members of the non-Somali ethnic minority Bantu group 
(Kaboole). The regional consists of seven districts: Jowhar – the regional 
capital, Bal’ad, Adale, Adan yabal, Warsheikh, Runirgon and Mahaday. 
The region supports livestock production, rain-fed and gravity irrigated 
agriculture and fisheries, with an annual rainfall between 150 and 500 
millimeters covering an area of approximately 60,000 square kilometers, the 
region has a 400 km coastline on Indian Ocean. 
 
Warsheikh  is a town in the Middle Shabelle region in Somalia. It is located 
about 62 kilometres on the coast north of Mogadishu and is an important 
religious center for the SUFI Somali Muslims. 
Most of the population is Celi Cumar Galmaax, which forms a part of the 
Wabudhan Abgal clan. 
The Warsheikh People are quiet and respectful and their economy depends 
on Fishing Since Somalis 14% is like that, The natural ports of Ceel Macaan 
and Ceel Cadde which located in the district were the main gates for the 
incoming and out going goods of Somalia, likewise Cisiley airport during the 
decade and half, when Mogadishu air and seaport were closed. 
 
Bal’ ad  is one of the districts of Middle Shabelle region of Somalia. It is 
located about 36 kilometers northeast of the capital city of Mogadishu, it has 
an area of 4,400 square kilometers (1,700 sq mi) with an estimated population 
of 480,000. Most of the population is Mataan Abdulle, part of Wabudhan from 
Abgaal clan of Hawiye. 
The district passes one of the Somalia's permanent rivers Shabelle which 
passes through the city of Bal-ad, nevertheless neighbors the Indian Ocean 
and has a long coast of about 70 km. The district is famous for agriculture, 
livestock and marine resources. Bal'ad has one the nature reserves of the 
country which is located on the eastern bank of the Shabelle River. The 
principal trees of the riverine forest include Acacia elatior, Ficus sycamorus, 
Garcinia livingstonei, Mimusops fruticosa and Tamarindus indica, while the 
surrounding scrub consists of more stunted Acacia nilotica with a dense 
undergrowth of herbs and tall grasses.The reserve included a field-centre 
which, from 1985 to 1990, burning, cutting and grazing within the site was 
controlled and there were some signs of recovery of the forest and an 
increase in wildlife populations. 
 
Mogadishu is the largest city in Somalia and the nation's capital, the Somali 
Civil War had taken place in Somali later in 1991, to insulate it from the more 
violent fighting in the south. The conflict, which began in 1991, has caused 
destabilization and instability throughout the country, with the current phase of 
the conflict seeing the Somali government losing substantial control of the 
state to rebel forces. 
In December 2008, Ethiopian soldiers withdrew from Somalia, leaving behind 
an African Union contingent of several thousand troops to help the fragile 
coalition government and its troops enforce their authority. Following 
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Ethiopia's withdrawal from Somalia, the southern half of the country rapidly fell 
into the hands of radical Islamists rebels. The rebels quickly routed the 
government and AU troops in several key provinces, establishing Share’a law 
in areas under their control 2009, the insurgents attacked the capital city of 
Mogadishu capturing most of the city but failing to overthrow the government, 
which maintained control over a few square kilometers of the city. 
 
 

 

On 6-Jan-10  Massive displaced people who moved from Karan district to 
different places in middle Shabelle after the people listened the media and 
reported that the government troops ordered in 48 hours to leave in Karan 
district the people begin to displace form Karan to where they can save the 
selves 
 
On 8-Jan-10   Massive displacement of people who moved from Yaqshid 
district in Mogadishu to Aliyaale in Middle Shabelle region following missiles 
attack on their homes, after insurgents attacked with bombs the positions of 
AMISOM and Government troops in Maka-Almukarama. The death that 
resulted from these bombardments are 13 people were died and others 
wounded. The people opted or flee out of their homes to an area outside of 
Mogadishu 
 
On 9-Jan-10  There have been a massive displaced people who moved from 
Yaqshid district in Mogadishu to Warsheekh district in Middle shabelle, 
following bombardment of their hames. the death toll that resulted from this 
bormbaredment are more than 3 people and 8 were injured include women, 
children and aged people. The people prefer to go bushes that may be to 
save them selves.  
 
On 12-Jan-10  There has been a massive displacement persons who moved 
from Yaqshid district in Mogadishu to Middle SHabelle region following 
bombardment of their home for these days destroying properties and their 
houses. The following bombardments 8 were injured in 3 different families. 
This is the spot, just 100 miters, that is near the AMISOM forces along MAKA 
ALMUKARAMA Street and it had been under bombardment of ALSHABAAB 
with an aim of attacking the UNISOM forces. 
 
On 19-Jan-10  There are displacement people who flee from Yaqshid district 
in Mogadishu to Middle Shabelle region following the attacks in Mogadishu on 
18/01/2010 the war 3 times at interval the first happened in the morning hours 
from 7:30am to 9:00am and the second happened afternoon 1:00am-3:00pm 
and lastly 5:00-8:00pm the people started to flee them. 
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On 14-Feb-10  A  massive displacement  who moved from Hodan district in 
Mogadishu to Lower  SHabelle region following bombardments and heavy 
fighting that destroyed properties and their houses, that people do not have 
shelters and etc the settled under the trees also they do not have food water 
dashes they left from the displaced place. 
 
On 17-Feb-10  The people are displacing new circle that moved from Suuq-
ba’ad to Aliyaale in Middle Shabelle region following the bombardment on 
their villages, the recent fighting has mainly taken place in the northern part of 
Mogadishu, particularly in the districts of: Heliwa, Yaaqshiid and Wardhiigleey. 
This is also where the largest number of people has been displaced from. 
Some of the worst fighting occurred, since local media told that much 
displacement from Suqaholaha and a view people remained other districts 
such as Karan and Yaqshid are displacing to Elasha, Aliyaale and Warsheikh 
lower and middle shabelle regions. The displacement expressed concern 
about the repeated fighting between the two sides in Mogadishu suggesting 
for the two rival sides to halt the war. “We are weakness people, we are not 
fighting, and these two warring sides are exchanging the heaviest weapons 
that had not been seen earlier. This is out of tolerance so we are requesting 
from the two sides to stop fighting. You know were here for keeping our 
houses here in Mogadishu,” said the displacements. In Additional “Yes, a 
mortar shell has hit a house which is near to me three people were killed. 
There are other people who were wounded in the clashes, so we can say that 
it is intolerable thing, please and please stop the fighting,” said one of 
displacements. 
The suggestions about broke out fire through the Medias, government and 
Insurgents. Muqtar Robow Abu Mansoor declared to the people to participate 
the Holly Wars that will be in Mogadishu recently. So that the people prefer to 
flee the homes to bushes to get safety them selves 
 
On 4-Mar-10  The people are displaced their original area due to fairness the 
both troops in Mogadishu that are now preparing to fight each other. On 
Friday 01/01/2010 Alshabab fighters displayed military prade and promised 
the next week will face to AMISOM and government troops, so that the people 
displaced their original place that they lived in due to fear conflict among 
them. The people in that area settled new temporary area in Middle Shabelle 
region 
 
On 11-Mar-10 Displacement people who moved from Yaqshid district in 
Mogadishu to Middle SHabelle region following bombardments and heavy 
fighting that renewed in Mogadishu, that people do not have shelters and etc 
the settled under the trees also they do not have food water deshes they left 
from the displaced place 
 
On 17-Mar-10 A massive displacement of people who moved from Yaqshid 
distract in Muqdishu to Bakarole in Middle Shabelle region following missiles 
attack on their homes on the 11/3/2010 to displace their original place that 
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they fear conflict between both the government and Alshabab the people 
opted flee out of their house to an area outside of Mugadishu 
 
On 17-Mar-10  More people are displaced their neighborhood who flee from 
Karan distract when Alshabab made entrenchment in Arjantin village the 
displaced people moved to Madina district who does not know where to go 
 
On 26-May-10  Most of the displacing people were with their children to get 
from the shelling and there are still hundreds of the few people remaining in 
the war zones of the capital, the Alshabaab forces and AMISOM have claimed 
victory over fighting in north Mogadishu both Alshabab and Government 
solders backing by AMISOM had bitterly fought and exchanged heavy gun 
battle in Shibis and Bondhere district in north of Somalia capital Mogadishu. 
The people displaced from Shibis and Bondhere distracts in Bandir region to 
Awsheikhabdi in Warsheikh distract of Middle Shabelle following 
bombardment and fighting the both side war in Mogadishu so that many 
displacement fled from homes in Mogadishu, one of displacement told to 
SOPDDO reporters the causes that to displace is the bombardment on their 
villages, these people started to displace, they including children, women 
same of pregnant women and elders they preferred to displace to middle 
Shabell region. 
 
On 26-May-10  Clashes between  the Islamitists fighers of Alshabab with 
Hisbul Islam the transitional government troops with AMISOM has risen 19 
deaths, the fighting which happened in more different district in the Capital like 
Howlwadad, Hodan, Boondheere, Wardhiiglay, Shibis and other districts had 
affected more people in the areas and caused to displace more people  from 
their houses. 
Most of people whom met to the SOPDDO reporters told that they could not 
tolerate the heavy shelling and wars between the Islamatists and Government 
backed by AMISOM on 23/05/2010, so that Massive displaced civilians from 
Mogadishu had joined to the other people who fled from their houses in the 
different districts of middle shabelle region who have been endured their 
position. These people begin to displace from Bondhere to Ayub in Warsheikh 
district. 
 
On 29-jun-10  huge displaced people who moved to Washiekh district from 
Gubadlay in Karan outside of Karan district in Banadir region, they are 25% 
women and 50% children. they moved because of renewed missiles that was 
exchanged the two sides were reached the outside of Karan district that they 
were displaced. Their priorities needs are Health, Shelter, food etc 
 
On 2-Jul-10  The people who moved from  Karan district  of Banadir region to  
Celarfid in Middle Shabelle region following bombardments and heavy fighting 
between the insurgents fighters of Alshabab and the Transitional Federal 
Government troops with AMISOM,   , these people started to displace, they 
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including children, women same and elders they preferred to displace to 
Celarfid 
 
On 2-Jul-10 The people are displacing from Karan distract of Bandir region to 
SheikhAbdi Warshiekh distract of Middle Shabelle region, when the broke out 
fighting and bombs between the Government and Alshabaab groups, the 
people who leaved in Karan village Wajer have been displaced from karan to 
Sheikhabd 
 
On 29-jun-10 A huge displaced people who moved to Washiekh district from 
Gubadlay in Karan outside of Karan district in Banadir region, they are 25% 
women and 50% children. they moved because of renewed missiles that was 
exchanged the two sides were reached the outside of Karan district that they 
were displaced. Their priorities needs are Health, Shelter, food etc.   
 
On 22/7/10 120 people moved to Warsheikh district of middle Shabelle region 
from Bondhere district of Banadir region, they moved because when the broke 
out fighting and bombs between the Government and Alshabaab groups, 
these people preferred to displace. 
 
On 31-jul-10  estimated people 34 have been moved from Warsheikh district 
of Middle Shabelle region retuned to Dharkinlay district of Banadir region, 
same of these people had displaced from Mogadishu recently 
 
On 28-aug-10  there are massive displacement people who flee from Hodan 
district in Bnadir region to Wadajir District in Banadir Region following clashes 
and heavy shells. The people prefer to flee the homes to where can the safety 
them selves one of the families who told to SOPDDO they were flee from 
house because of that fighting never endless so that they preferred to 
displaced their homes 
 
On 28-Aug-10  There have been reported that 200 people displaced from 
Holwadag district of Banadir region to Warsheikh district bombardments and 
heavy fighting between the insurgents fighters and the Transitional Federal 
Government troops with AMISOM, these people started to displace, they 
including children, women same and elders they preferred to displace 
Warsheikh disrict. 
 
On 28-Aug-10 The people who including women children and oldest were 
moved from Karan district of Banadir region to Warshiekh district of  Middle 
Shabelle region, one of displacement told to SOPDDO that there were the 
heavy shells and wars and they do not able to live,  so that some of the 
people  to displace. 
 
On 29-aug-10  The people displaced from Banadir region to Awsheikhabdi in 
Warsheikh distract of Middle Shabelle following bombardments and fighting 
the both side war in Mogadishu SOPDDO met for these people who appeared 
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their faces tire and thirst and told to SOPDDO  that they were flee from homes 
in Mogadishu, one of displacement told to SOPDDO reporters that they were 
displace to Warsheikh it’s first time to displaced in that area, these people 
including children, women, and elders they preferred to displace to middle 
Shabelle region. 
 

 
 
On 2-sep-10  Estimated people 23 have been displaced from Banadir region 
to Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle region most of  these people have 
been displaced from Shibis and Bondhere districts of Banadir region one of 
displacement made sure to SOPDDO that  there were fighting and 
bombardments the areas of Shibis and Bondhere and he said the consecutive 
days of wars in Mogadishu so that these people prefer to displace,  these 
people including the people who before displaced from Mogadishu to 
Warsheikh  after when the wars was stability they retuned to Mogadishu and 
the people  appears to dashed hopes the live of Mogadishu. 
 
On 7-sep-10 18 people were met in the bus station that they were 
immigrating BOSASO across the red sea to YEMEN. These people including 
women and men and they said to SOPDDO organization “we absolutely 
intolerant the violence or wars in Somalia and we feel problems such as we 
can’t move place to another because of violence so that we prefer so move 
out of Somalia” since others may be to move in Somalia.     
 
On 6-Oct-10  The remaining residents in Albaraka village have started 
displacing from their houses after three constant fighting between the 
government troops backed by AMISOM and Alshabaab fighters with Hizbul 
Islam caused to more causalities of deaths and injuries these people met so 
SOPDDO and chatting with them they said “ there are my things. I don’t know 
where I am fleeing to, but I believe that I am running away from gunfire. This 
is intolerable so I with my children decided to leave our house” these people 
were looking for where can they get safety them selves. 
 
On 23-Oct-10  A people who Estimated 43 people of displacement have been 
moved from Warshiekh district of Middle Shabelle region to Banadir and 
Lower Shabelle regions these people have been displaced from Shibis Hodan 
Holwadag  and Bondhere  districts of Banadir region although these districts 
are continuing  wars so that many of these people were faced  lack of water 
and shelter some of displacement told to SOPDDO that they were intolerance 
the hard live that areas because the climate is hot and they do not know the 
live of rural areas 
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On 1-Nov-10  there are displacement people who flee from Yaqshid and 
Karan district in Bnadir region to Warsheikh district in middle Shabelle Region 
following clashes and heavy shells, one of the families who told to SOPDDO 
they were flee from house because of that fighting never endless so that they 
preferred to displace their homes. 
 
21/03/2010 The people who displaced from Mugadishu to Elasha have been 
grievance the places were settled after owners suggest to displacement 
people to pay more money or to move away although the owners got money 
from WFP which stop the aid which were payment so that the some of 
displacement indispensable to return their houses there were wars and be 
come difficult to money, they recognized toreturn in Mogadishu. 
 
On 23/3/2010 a man who named Mohammed Aways Shiqalow as known 
Bokhorka has been killed in Waberi district, this man who was the one of 
ALSHABAB militias then he decide to leave from ALSHABAB forces, the 
relative of this man told to SOPDDO that he was Qoranic teacher who 
teaches the holy koranic but recently he joined the ALSHABAB forces, 
although he recognized to leave Harakato Alshabab and they shot to him 
around Waberi district. The relative of this dead man told to SOPDDO this 
assassination was behind of ALSHABAB forces they said. 
 
On 1/04/2010 The militia of ALSHABAB were killed a man who resident in 
Jowhar district of the Middle Shabelle region, the man was obstinate the 
orders of the SHABAB, while a reached time of prayers to close the places of 
business but this man obstinate the order unfortunately he were killed.   
 
On 05/04/2010 A 34 year old man was allegedly killed by Al Shabaab in 
Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle Region after he was accused to 
purchase medicine for Ahla sunna Waljama at Ceeldheer district these days 
there were movement face up to of Ahla sunna Waljama so that the people of 
this district told to the SOPDDO team that he was a businessman.  

  
14/04/2010 A woman who known Halima lived one of the villages in 
Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle region were stabbed by a woman, a 
witnesses told to the SOPDDO this incident, he said the that the two women 
were wife for two brothers and they conflict about the family problems 
unfortunately one of the woman were killed to other one.     Domestic violence 
 
On 15/04/2010 A woman who known Halima lived one of the villages in 
Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle region were stabbed by a woman, a 
witnesses told to the SOPDDO this incident, he said the that the two women 
were wife for two brothers and they conflict about the family problems 
unfortunately one of the woman were killed to other one. Domestic violence. 
 
On 15/04/2010 A woman who known Halima lived one of the villages in 
Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle region were stabbed by a woman, a 
witnesses told to the SOPDDO this incident, he said the that the two women 
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were wife for two brothers and they conflict about the family problems 
unfortunately one of the woman were killed to other one. Domestic violence. 
 
On 06/05/2010 A man who named Mahamud Mahammed Mursal aged 45 
years old who was former soldier of TFG was killed in Afasiyoni Waberi 
district who was selling a khat around the Afisiyoni, the troops of government 
has been arrived and tried to take his khat than he rejected and the troops of 
government they killed him and took his khat. 
On 06/05/2010 One of the correspondents of radio Mogadishu who was named 
Sheikh Nuur Mohammed Abkay was killed in   wardhiglay. SOPDDO made 
sure from one of a correspondent radio Mogadishu and he told to SOPDDO 
that he was in neighborhood Geedjacel, that assassination behind one the 
reporters worked for Radio Ayadaha Qu’anka in Mogadishu who was named 
Hassan  that reporter was joined Alshabab Groups and he promised will kill all 
reporters works at Radio Mogadishu.  
 
On 16/05/2010 A 18 years old girl was afraid to rape the militias of Alshabab 
groups in ELADE of Middle Shabelle region, the people who are settlement in 
ELADE were fearing to give us repot about that and the family of this lady 
were fearing and they do not respond this event but the resources that 
SOPDDO was getting in that areas this event behind Alshabab militias. 
 
On 16/05/2010 8:30 pm two girls were following with to sell an ice near the 
marked they reach a place of selling of an ice and they meet a man who 
selling an ice than he commanded to come in inside of shop, one of girl 
entered inside in the shop then the shopkeeper switched off the lamp and he 
tried rape her, fortuneless neighbors who are resident of that area has been 
arrived in that area saved the girl but the family of the lady are still discussing 
about of this event. 
 

On  16/05/2010 A man who was named Ali known as Genay was wounded 
after when interchange fighting between two groups of government in 
Dharkinlay distract of Banadir region, a man reached to hospital Maddina by 
wheelbarrow of his relatives  but a doctors that workers in the hospital have  
been told to relatives to pay a money as to get medicine for him, his relatives 
were poor and they can not to pay expenses of the hospital then they retuned 
to the place of AMISON that cured to people as known Halane when they 
reached in front of place he was died after bleeding. 
 
On 18/06/2010 A boy estimated 15yrs olds’ dead body have been seen or 
found in Filadhere village in Warsheikh district, up o now we do not receive 
who is behind of this event. 
  
On 18/06/2010 In warshiekh town, generations were watching for world cup 
game secretly in their homes was captured by Alshaab, because already 
forbidden the areas controlling by alshabaab forces these generations were 
charged to rebellious the orders of Alshabaab and ruled each of them 20 of 
whiplash and 72 hours in a jail.  
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On 25/06/2010 Yasin Mohammed is 12 years old living in a Warsheih district of 
Middle Shabelle region has been lost, according to reports from the family of 
the boy that he was came from countryside since the five days before and 
then he followed with the children to the sea did not come back yet, some of 
his family thought he had died at the sea.    
 
29/06/2010 Sheikh Hussein was killed by Alshabab Militias at Filadhere village 
in his home when opened bullets on him and the reports mentioned that Sheik 
Hussein was absent for four years in the village, and he was Ahla suna 
waljamaca, SOPDDO was fact that he has came in the villages for his 
mother’s illness for the sake of sickness of his mother’s on the bed for a long 
time. 
 
On 11/07/2010 After the people have been waked up they saw a woman who 
seems killed by unknown troops in the night one of the residents told to the  
SOPDDO that assassination don’t aware of the reasons behind it 
 
On 11/07/2010 A businessman who was famous in Wadajir district of the 
Banadir region have been killed when he come out of the Mosque which 
locate in Wadajir  district, gunmen killed a businessman that  were wrapped 
their faces then they runaway, the residents Suspected this assassination that 
behind the clan of Kabale. 
 
11/07/2010 A boy named yusufay 16years old who lived in Filadhere village in 
Warsheikh district in Middel Shabelle told to one of the  SOPDDO that the boy 
have been lose for one months ago, the parent of the boy made sure to 
SOPDDO that the boy joined AL SHABAB troops, and AL SHABAB using as 
soldiers. 
 
13/07/2010 A fighting between the Alshabab fighters and AMISOM troops that 
fighting which happened in Kulyada Jalesiyad the fighting hadaffected 3 
people have dead and 5 other were injured flowing bombardments of their 
home. The deaths that resulted from this bombardments are 2 people and 5 
were injured include women children and aged people in Gedjacel villages. 
 
On 14/07/2010 Three people have been killed and others have been wounded 
in Holwadag district of Banadir region after the AMISOM bombed on that 
area, SOPDDO made sure a woman and her husband were died and six 
people were injured in bombardment which happened in Quransar village in 
Holwadag district. 
 
On 15/07/2010 A Bombing between Alshabab and AMISOM had affected man 
who was lived in Hodan district of Banadir region was dead and otherswere 
injured, this bombardments started at the late time in the night 3:00 AM, that 
bombs affected for the few people remained inHodan so that one person was 
dead and 3people others were wounded in Bangariya village of Hodan district. 
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On 15/07/2010 Alshabab have been killed two men in Balad district in Middle 
Shabelle, the reports said that one of the two men was killed in the Balad city, 
the resident made sure to SOPDDO that the one the men came to Balad 
while he was looted a mobile and he was departure the station in Balad but 
unfortunately the troops in the station said to his return to us in minutes while 
he returned he was killed and this killing was suspected behind by Alshabaab 
because this man he was the relatives of Somali president Sheik Sharif Sheik. 
So far the other men have been killed around the Basra but up to now this 
killing is aware of who is behind. 
 
On 20/07/2010bombardment between the Islamitists fighers of Alshabab Islam 
the transitional government troops with AMISOM has risen 37 deaths, the 
bombardments which happened in more different district in the Capital like 
Howlwadad, Yaqshit, Hodan, Boondheere, Wardhiiglay, Shibis Karan, and 
other districts had affected Most of people whom met to the SOPDDO 
reporters told that they could not tolerate the heavy shelling and wars 
between the Islamatists and Government backed by AMISOM 
 
20/07/20105 children have been killed  another’s 10 of children have been 
injured in Hamarwayne district of Banadir region following bombardments and  
between the insurgents fighters of Alshabab and the Transitional Federal 
Government troops after Alshabab bombed in the village Enay, the reports 
says that the children were Qoranic students, the wounded children were  
reached to the Madina Hospitals. 
 

On 27/07/2010 It is reported that a boy was kidnapped by Alshabab forces in 
Waberi district of Banadir region. The reported says that he was one of 
Alshabab groups but he leaved recently, SOPDDO made sure that boy in 
preparing to go Kalgacyo in this week 
 
On 27/07/2010 Clashes and bombardments between Government and Hisbul 
islam in Wadada Shaqalaha  Tarbunka and the street between Dabka and 
Bakara have been reportedly 18 people dead and 40 wounded. 
 
On 27/07/2010 A very young boy estimated that he was one or two days have 
been found in this morning in town of Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle 
region , the witness told to SOPDDO that the kid had seen the side road of 
Warsheikh market, that baby have been taken by a woman named hawo 
hasan so’dale.    
 
On 27/07/2010 Driver man has been shot by AMISOM troops in the street 
between KM4 and airport.  
 
On 31/07/2010 It was reported that a man estimated 31years old has been 
arrested Alshabab in Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle, and ordered to 
whip with 50 lash when he charged to chew Khat the out of Warsheikh town,  
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the witness told to SOPDDO that the man that he was traveller from Kalgacyo 
recently. 
 
On 1/08/2010 A girl 5 years old was raped by a 40 years old man nicknamed 
Abuu in Waberi district of Banadir region, the reports says that the man and 
young girl was neighborhood, the perpetrator was apprehended by his clan 
and the girl was reached to Hospital Maidna and was sewing.   
 
On 4/08/2010 Driver man has been shot by Government troops in Xamar Jajab 
distract of Banadir region. The witness says that the man was driving a cat in 
the village Shelare, SOPDDO made sure that the Government troops were 
killed by the Driver man. 
 
On 5/08/2010 At least 3 people have been killed 12others have been injured in 
a landmine blast in the Bondhere distinct of Banadir region, the reports says 
that these people were worked a cleanliness, SOPDDO made sure that the 3 
of death  were men and others injured were including women and  men. 
 
On 10/08/2010 A boy who estimated 13 years old was kidnapped in Karan 
district of Banadir region, the reports says that the boy was student and he 
was lived in Wadajir district, SOPDOO made sure to one of students that the 
boy who named Cabdi nasir Mohammed Hussein was kidnapped by Al 
shabab forces in Gubad lay side of Karan district and his father is police man 
at Dharkenlay and the Al shabab forces frightened or scared will be kill that 
boy. 
 
On 10/08/2010 The displacement people who were flee from Mogadishu city 
because of continuation of clashes between government and insurgents so 
that the people prefer to displace the difference places in Somalia regions so 
that these people faced on disasters such as without water, shelter less and 
the day time they feel hot climate and the night time they feel chilliness  these 
people were lived in Ayub , Awsheikh abdi, Umulkheir, filadhere and Bakaole 
in Warsheikh district,  El ade outside of Karan district,  Aliyaale, Elarfid of 
Balad district and other villages of Middle Shabelle region, some of these 
people were returned in Mogadishu to get safety them selves.   
 
On 10/08/2010 An old man have been shot dead in Elade village outside of 
Karan district, the report says that the unidentified gunman have been killed 
by the old man. 
 
On 14/08/2010 There have been reports of heavy bombardments in Karan 
district and Hurwaa district of Banadir region in which an estimated 3 people 
have been killed and more than 6 people have been injured the reports says 
that the 3 of death were men and other injured were including women and 
children. 
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On 17/08/2010 There have been a heavy fighting and bombardments in Hodan   
and Holwadag districts of Banadir region in which an estimated 10 people 
have been died and more than 50 people have been injured. 
 
On 21/08/2010  5 persons have been  injured in the conflicts  between two 
families in Warshiekh district of Middle Shabelle region, the reports says that 
the conflicts  were started about  debate or argument inheritance then 
changed to fight the both sides of the families, the residents told to SOPDDO 
that the quarrel of inheritance are continuing and the both families are cousin, 
and the residence made sure to SOPDDO that the 5 people have been 
injured the 5 of injuries were two women others were men, the two men were 
took to the health place in Warshiekh district in Middle Shabelle. 
 
On 23/8/2010 Lul Guled has been became angry her home in Balad district of 
Middle Shabelle region, the reports says that there were clashes between the 
women and her husband, the witness says that the woman requested her 
husband to divorce because of she doesn’t tolerate the abusive from her 
husband and he refused to her bill, there were other resources says that he 
had married other women then she recognized to live him. 
 
On 24/08/2010 Bombardments and heavy fighers between Alshabab with and 
the transitional government troops with AMISOM has risen 35 deathsand 
injured 105 people, the bombardments which happened in more different 
district in the Capital like Howlwadad, Bakara Marked  Hodan, Boondheere,  
and other districts had affected Most of people whom met to the SOPDDO 
reporters told that they could not tolerate the heavy shelling and wars 
between the Islamatists and Government backed by AMISOM. 
 
On 24/08/2010 Muhammud Ahmed 32yrs old was known as (Muhammud 
iskay) was unable to fine in Warshiekh district of Middle Shabelle region. The 
reports says that man was running away for frightening comes from Al 
Shabab armed forces, The mother of this man made sure to SOPDDO the her 
son was absent for three days and she doesn’t know where was he and she 
added that her son has friends who have suspected to joined the government 
troops recently and she said to SOPDDO that the Al shabab forces have 
returned our home after that frightened her son that they will kill him. 
 
On 29/08/2010 There have been reported that 4 persons opened fire by 
Alshabab forces in Hodan district in Banadir region the reports say that the 4 
persons were sitting under the tree aruond Mowlac  Moallin Nor they were 
discussing their own chatting unfortunately Alshabab militias were killed them 
up to  now that  event do not aware of causes behind that. 
 
On 7/09/2010 Heavy fighting and bombardments between the transition 
government troops with Africa Union troops AMISOM and Alshabab forces 
has broke out in capital city of Somalia Mogadishu overnight there were 
casualties of deaths at least 17 person have been dead 5 were injured in 
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Horwaa district of Banadir region the shells were affected the17 of these dead 
and 15 of these people were children others were woman. 
 
On 7/09/2010 Al-shabab have been arrested two youths in Karan district of 
Banadir region and eye-witnesses says that two youths were suspected to 
spies for the Transition Federal Government of Somalia but inhabitants said 
one of the youths was the resident of Karan but a year was absent in the 
district. 
 
On 12/09/2010 Nasro has been leaved in her home and she has 6 children, 
she   works bar   in Hamar Jajabab district of Banadir region the reports said 
after her husband were conflict about sexless for her husband then she 
recognized to move out her home.   
 
On 12/09/2010 2 people were reported to run way and one of them  was 
arrested in Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle region after they charged by 
Al-shabab forces  that they were discussing about the affairs of government 
specially they were  supporting new tactics that the government is playing. 
 
On 14/09/2010 Two people have been died and one other injured after fighting 
between TFG policemen and robbers who were set up checkpoint in Waberi 
district of Banadir region so that the two people who died were the robbers 
and other injured was civilian. 
 
On 14/09/2010 A man have been killed by robbers dressed of the government 
troops uniform in Wabari district of Banadir region, the reports says the new 
checkpoint in Wabari  were set up after explosion have been happened 
around the Ali-Boolaay village in Waberi district so that these robbers may be 
possible set up new checkpoint, unfortunately a man who were walking 
around that area have ordered him to put down all things in his pockets but he 
rejected to take their orders but they killed him, SOPDDO made sure that the 
man he tried to run away from the robbers and they opened fire to him.   
 
On 14/09/2010 There are increasing accidents in the street from KM4 to 
Hamar-wayne district when the government backed by AMISON troops and 
Al-shabab forces with Hizbul islam fought the street named Dabka, the cars 
which are working between Hamar-wayne and KM4 when the main street 
were closed by TFG with AMISOM troops and insurgents so that many cars 
which are working different districts above mentioned. 
Many drivers were starting to drive the cars through in the villages so that the 
three children were death in street in Wabari district so that the children were 
played in that area witness told to SOPDDO that the children were died. 
 
On 14/09/2010 A girl 21 years old named Ruqiyo Hassan Ali who is minority 
community called JAJO were raped by unknown men in Eelma’an village in 
middle Shabelle region, this girl and her parents had previously fled from 
Mogadishu to Eelma’an which is now home to many IDPs. The aye-witnesses 
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told to the SOPDDO organization, the attackers and the girl have had 
relationship so this accident came after she refused from their orders. 
 
On 15/09/2010 A girl 24 yrs old named Nasro Mohammed Ahmed who works 
NGO named SHARDO have been arrested by Al-shabab forces in Jowhara 
district of Middle Shabelle region the reports says that the girl was walking 
with her brother in street and the Al-shabab were captured Nasra and her 
brother to jail after discussion Nasra’s bother were released to him, SOPPDO 
made sure that have been seen films in hermobile by Al-shabab forces and 
Alshabab forces will judgment in today. 
 
On 15/09/2010 2 people were killed and 3 solders of government were injured 
a landmine blast  in Hodan district of Banadir region, the resource told to 
SOPDDO that the one of two was civilians and others were solders of 
government. 
 
On 17/09/2010 Heavy bombardment in Mogadishu 3 people in Mosque named 
ISBIHEYSIGA located around presidential compound have been killed and 
more than 5 injured after bombs exchanged between AMISOM and Al-shabab 
troops in Mogadishu. The bombardment were happening  in Hamarjijab 
district and the wounded apparently included civilians and other sources said 
there were some TFGofficials were injured.  
 
On 17/09/2010 As you ware of Nasro Mohamed who had arrested by Al-
shabal in Jowhar district of middle Shabelle region was released her after the 
traditional elders in Jowhar whom are made long discussion with Al-shabab 
militias leaders they agreed to give her freedom, when SOPDDO met Nasra 
said “the forces in the station they had said to me we shall lash you or we 
shall cut your neck the next day and they were panic me. 
 
On 19/09/2010 A boy who was estimates his age less than two days have 
been found near by street in Warsheikh town of middle Shabelle region the 
reports says that the boy was ate by dogs and died, one of the residents told 
to SOPPDO that the boy was illegitimate child and does not know his mother. 
 
On 19/09/2010 A man 30 yrs old was killed in Wadajir district of Banadir 
region, the witness says that the man was one of Al-shabab fighters but 
reports said this man was intimidated by Wadajir district commissioner to kill 
him but today the man was arrived in Wadajir district to fulfil a mission 
unfortunately the commissioner troops have met him then opened fire 
SOPDDO made sure that man were killed by commissioner troops near the 
checkpoint in Wadajir district. 
 
On 19/09/2010 On 2:30 pm 19/09/2010 in midtime a man who was buying 
water in Karan district named Ali Jebe Hassan known as Ali-biyoole have 
been killed by Al-shabab fighters in Karan district of Banadir region, the 
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resources said the Al-shabab forcers have arrived at his home and they called 
him then they killed him, there no full details about this events. 
 
On 21/09/2010 Nurta Idiris Mayow 25 years old living in Balad district of Middle 
Shabelle region this women have three children and husband, in this case the 
women has went to collect firewood cooking for her family in area of 
Dhagaxow village, this woman met with two men that forced her and raped 
and then they beaten while she tried to defeated them so that SOPDDO made 
sure that women has been taken to the Balad Hospital to cure the wounded of 
her body beaten by them but SOPDDO asked by Nurta if know the faces of 
two men, unfortunately Nurta has responded that she did not identify their 
faces because of they covered with their faces during of aping.  
 
On 22/09/2010 A man has been shot in Wadajir district and the man is working 
for Mobiles in Bakara, the report says that the man has been sleeping in his 
home but unidentified gunman has been shot him. 
 
On 22/09/2010 A 58 year old man named Sheikh Siidow Moallim Mow who is 
one of the religious priest in the Ahla-Sunna Waljama’a were whipping of 35 
lashes by Al-shabaab militias in Balad district of middle Shabelle region, 
SOPDDO made sure that the accident occur after Sheikh Siidow have been 
join in marriage (Nikaaxiyay) with two gender 
 
On 26/09/2010 Miss. Sacdiyo Mohamed Sheikh Osman is a small girl aged 8 
years and living with her family residing in Bakaroole village in Warsheikh 
district of middle Shabelle region, the family of Sacdiyo have made with her 
girl traditional circumcises on 26/09/2010.       
 
On 26/09/2010 Abdirizak Moallim who is one of the youth in Warsheikh district 
were joined by Alshabaab forces although Alshabaab militias in Warsheikh 
district were opened a centre that learning what they called Jihad some thing 
relating for this issue many parents living in Warsheikh district were worrying 
to join in their children in Alshabaab militias 
 
On 27/09/2010 A man named Maye estimated 43 years old has been killed by 
robbers dressed of the government troops uniform in Wabari district of 
Banadir region, after the man decline to get down money that had taken in the 
DAHABSHIL Bank part of Via Laberia in Waberi district but the Maye has 
obstinate to give them and they opened fire, this days Waberi and Hamar-
wayne districts increased insecurity and that district were displaced many 
people from different places in Mogadishu. 
 
On 27/09/2010 The priest who is famous in Elarfid outside of Hurwaa in 
Banadir region had arrested by Al-shabab forces, the reports says that the 
man who was one of the elders resident in Elarfid so that Al-shabab forces 
have been arrested by him, SOPDDO made sure that the man was named 
Sheikh Jure Sheikh Abdule. 
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On 29/09/2010 A man estimated 40 years old named Moallim Farah was killed 
by masked gunmen in an attack near the Wardabaco village in Warsheikh 
district of middle Shabelle region the resources said that the man came from 
Mogadishu and he visited his relatives who were displaced in Wardabaco 
village in Warsheikh district but the attackers unidentified and unknown the 
reason behind it. 
 
On 30/09/2010 The Islamist rebels started mortars targeting to the transitional 
parliament centre in the capital, Reports say that bitter shelling landed many 
district of Banadir region and caused many casualties, sources said that 
several mortars had also landed at Hamar-jajab districts. So that 2 civilians 
were wounded and one other was died, the shelling exchanged between 
Transitional government troops backed by 
 AMISOM and Alshabaab militias. 
 
On 03/10/2010 A man named Amin Hajji Ali who is 68 years old was injured by 
two thieves equipped daggers in Waberi district of Banadir region at mid night 
they entered in his home and Amin tried to defeat them unfortunately they 
wounded him, these days Waberi district faced to insecurity. 
 
On 03/10/2010 Farhan Mohamed Shine who estimated 23 years old has been 
whipped by Alshabaab militias in Karan district while Farhan has been 
listened in his mobile with Indian songs, some of the Alshabaab militias have 
been seen him then they were Sentenced him with 25 lashes. 
 
On 04/10/2010 Heavy fighting between the transitional government of Somalia 
troops backed by AMISOM and Al-shabab fighters is currently continuing in 
parts of the Somali capital, just as casualties of the civilians increasing. These 
clashes started at overnight and intensified on Monday morning acceding to 
witnesses and officials involving the clashes adding that gunfire between the 
sides bitterly continues around Hero Rushka, Taribunka and other 
neighborhoods in Hodan district.The heavy shelling that exchanged two sides 
were causednumbers of deaths and other wounded, a house located in front 
of Ambasador Hotel were stroked (hit) a flying artillery from insurgentscaused 
to death two persons and one other injured in one family. 
 
On 05/10/2010 More than three boys that estimated their ages 15, 12, 17 were 
ran way from A- shabab training camp in Galgalato outside of Karan district, 
the reports that the boys wouldn’t tolerate the training in camp, these boys 
were forcefully trained in camp, SOPDDO met one of boys and he told that 
the Al-shabab officials refused to communication with their families then they 
recognized to ran away from camp. 
 
On 05/10/2010 3 people were killed and more then 5 injured after the mortal hit 
on house which near a street named Jaayga in Wadajir district of Banadir 
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region, the witness told to SOPDDO that the people were injured difference 
place some of wounded on the street others were dead in their home. 
 
On 05/10/2010 Continuation wars in Mogadishu there are a lot of people who 
fled the area of controlling for the insurgents and settled in Wadajir district of 
Banadir region especially Danwadagaha village were stroked numbers of 
mortars on the their small homes 3 men were wounded and 2 girls died, the 3 
men have taken in Madina Hospital and the 2 girls were buried. 
 
On 06/10/2010 A woman named Sahra Ali has became pregnant unfortunately 
the parents of Sahra have chased of her but Sahra told that the pregnancy 
has to a man called Sa’id Abidrahman but Mr. Sa’id denied me for my 
pregnant so that the both of Sahra and Sa’id are extended in one clan hence 
their relatives tried both to get married but Sa’id refused, the relatives started 
to solve the problems exist in this family and the relatives satisfy a claim of 
wrongdoing either through financial compensations or apology. 
 

On 07/10/2010 A boy was killed and other was injured by militias control in 
Dharkenlay District of Banadir region, reports says that the militias have made 
check and took from people their mobile SOPDDO made sure that the 2 boys 
were refused their mobile then the militias were opened fire one person was 
died and other wounded, the militias took their mobiles 

On 07/10/2010 A man died in prison in Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle 
region the reports says that the man was in the prison for long time since this 
man is not the residents in Warshiekh SOPDDO made sure that the man was 
sick in the prison now days then he died and the armed forces of prison were 
placed on his dead body side of the road, the residents who are in that area 
were buried him. 
 
On 08/10/2010 An old man was combustion in his small home by unknown 
men in Balad district of Middle Shabelle region the reports says that the old 
man was sick and slept on his bed so that unknown men were combustion by 
the old man, SOPDDO made sure that the man was lived shed house 
immediately Were covered ablaze all sides of home 3 children were injured 
and old man was died and the three persons were reached to hospital 
Daynile. 
 
On 09/10/2010 A boy was killed and other was injured by militias control in 
Dharkenlay District of Banadir region, reports says that the militias have made 
check and took from people their mobile SOPDDO made sure that the 2 boys 
were refused their mobile then the militias were opened fire one person was 
died and other wounded, the militias took their mobiles. 
 
On 28/10/2010 20 people were arrested in Jowhar district of middle Shabelle 
region the reports says that these people were refused the orders of Al 
Shabab then Alshabab were arrested SOPDDO made sure that Alshabab 
were commended overtake their the beards and shave the moustache and 
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they forced to small their the long trousers but these people were feet 
dragged the commends of Alshabab then Alshabab were arrested so till in the 
Jowhar’s jail. 

 

On 28/10/2010 A woman 36 years old was drank the rat poison in Warshiekh 
district of Mille Shabelle region, SOPDDO met the one of her parents and told 
that the women was drank the rat poison while the one of Alshabab needed to 
make marry and she told to the man who needs her that she has a husband 
and he was staying in Mogadishu unfortunately Alshabab was harassment to 
marry her in this week because they said “your husband is a spy for the TFG 
and AMISOM so that he is not your husband” so that she drank the rat poison 
and she had taken at Madina Hospital in Mogadishu. 

 
On 28/10/2010 A man estimated 40 years old was killed by Al-shabab forces 
in Balad district of middle shabelle region, the report says that the man was 
porter or hauler and he was going to his working field, unfortunately the 
Alshabaab militias were opened fire then he died without consider before 
killing and 2 women near that place have been injured, the witness told to 
SOPDDO that the man was the one of resident in Balad district of middle 
Shabelle region. 
 
On 08/11/2010 At least 4 people were killed and other 10 people were injured 
by Alshabab threw grenade in Hamar wayne district of Banadir region near 
Marwas Mosque, the report says that the grenade was targeted for a car of 
Government which was based near Kat Market, the witness told to SOPDDO 
that ten people were injured including women and men, the injured women 
whom were sold for a Kat in the area, SOPDDO made sure that the injuries 
were reached to Madina Hospital.  
 
On 11/10/2010 3 people have been killed and 6 injured in Hodan district of 
Banadir region flowing bombardments between Al-shabab forces and 
government troops backed by African union the reports says that the Al-
shabab forces hit mortals on parliament building, SOPDDO made sure that 
the 3 people  were killed and 6 injured. 
 
On 11/10/2010 2 boys were wounded after conflict between Al-shabab forces 
and Pirates in Warsheikh district of Middle Shabelle region, the reports\says 
that the Pirates were attacked the ship was in the coast of Warsheikh and be 
came warship then Pirates ran way to Warsheikh district, SOPDDO made 
sure that the 2 boys were injured in Warshiekh town. 
 
On 11/11/2010 A group equipped with hand bombs were attacked tonight in 
bar that much people were gathering located around villa Baidoa in Wadajir 
district of Banadir region, six people were injured and two women were died 
include the owner’s of the bar, so that there is no further information about the 
incident, immediately that area were reached the governments troops. 
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On 11/11/2010 A flying mortar was hit on around the mosque named 
Bandhawow located in Waberi district of Banadir region, one person was 
killed and 7 others were injured. 
 
On 13/11/2010 3 Dead bodies were found near coast of Hamar wayne district 
and two others have been wounded the report says that these people were 
swam in a sea, SOPDDO made sure the injuries were reached to Madina 
Hospital. 
 
On 13/11/2010 A mother estimated her age 38 years old named Halimo 
Hassan Haji lived in Warsheikh district of middle shabelle region, she told to 
SOPDDO that her boy estimated his age 12 years old joined the Alshabab 
forces and now is wound, the Alshabab force refused to meet her boy and a 
mother said to SOPDDO, I don’t know my boy is life or died. 
 
On 14/11/2010 The Islamist fighters of Al-shabab have destroyed the grave of 
Sheik Abdi Omar, a well-known Somali cleric buried in Warshiekh district of 
middle Shabelle region.  
Fighters of Al-shabab with high representatives in Warsheikh district middle 
Shabelle region had reached at the sites of Sheik Abdi Omar's grave and all 
graves in Warsheikh on 14/11/2010 Sunday morning, so that the people were 
waked up by destroying graves.These people were worshipping these graves. 
For the first time we achieved to demolish them. We shall continue our 
operations to devastate the graves in all Somali regions there are other 
towers buried we destroyed," said the Alshabab official in Warshiekh. 
 
On 17/11/2010 Abdirahman Mahamed Fido was arrested in Balad dirtrict of 
middle shabelle region; the report says Abdirahman refused for money were 
asked by Alshabab forces, the witness told to SOPDDO that the Ashabab 
forces were beat a man in prison. 
 
On 18/11/2010 Estimated 50 injuries and two others died set out from the war 
zones in north Mogadishu have been rushed to Medina hospital in south of 
the capital on Thursday, there had been other injured civilians rushed to the 
other hospitals in Mogadishu as Kesaney and Daynile in the Somalia capital. 
Heavy gunfire between the TG of Somalia supported by AMISOM troops and 
Al-shabab forces had continued in several neighborhoods of Bondere and 
Shibis districts in the north of the capital overnight until Thursday morning. 
 

 
22/11/2010 Alshabab fighter dominated  to death penalty 2 boys in Hurwaa 
district of Banadir region the reports says that the one of the two was accused 
of spying the government in Lower shabelle and other was accused by deed  
naughty and  SOPDDO made sure that  the two boys were killed.  
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22/11/2010 fighting between the soldiers of the transitional government of 
Somalia supported by AMISOM troops and Al-shabab forces broke out in 
Bondhere district of Banadir regio, a mortar hit in the village Soos of Hurwaa 
district  were killed five people and six injured during the clash last night. 
 
22/11/2010 Alshabab forces were burned an old man in Hodan district of 
Banadir region, the reports says that man was searching his goats around the 
Siigaale village which lost him, the Alshabab forces were captured him then 
they were accused of spying the government and they were burned him after 
Alshabab were poured on him by gasoline then they burned him, and 
SOPDDO made sure that man was named Hassan Adulahi Ulusow. 
 

23/11/2010 AMISOM troops were opened a fire by the people in KM4 of 
Banadir region, the reports says that two people have been killed and 7 others 
have been wounded, the witness told to SOPDDO that the injuries were 
reached to the hospital some of them were seriously injured.  

 

Conclusion  
SOPDDO has completed and achieved to make annual Report for PMN/PMT 
programme 2009-2010, this programme targets the Female headed 
households, children, youth, host communities and IDPs living in Middle 
Shabelle and Banadir regions. The aim of the programme is to collect 
information and interviewing on both communities and IDP’s regarding 
Protection Monitoring Network (PMN) and Population Movement Tracking 
(PMT) etc.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 


